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Summary Information

Repository:
Indiana University South Bend Archives
1700 Mishawaka Avenue P.O. Box 7111
South Bend, Indiana 46634
Phone: (574) 520 – 4392
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Creator: Indiana University South Bend
Title: IU South Bend Preface Collection
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Abstract:
Collection of student publications from the South Bend, Indiana Region, which are not Indiana University South Bend publications. The publications range from 1971 through 1981. Publications included are: The South Bend Communicator (“A Community News Publication”), Michiana Music Machine (“All the News That Fits We Print” news regarding IUSB, the community, and the world), Future Today (Independent Student Newspaper Affiliated with IUSB), Expressions (Published by the University of Notre Dame), The Communicator (“Covering the Many Worlds of Science Fiction and Fantasy”), Mayday (Published by the University of Notre Dame), and Appendix A (By Appendix A 1700 Mishawaka Avenue), as well as publication(s) regarding campus clubs for young democrats and republicans.

Scope and Content Note:
The collection is organized chronologically. In cases where there are more than one of a particular publication, issues are organized chronologically within that publication.

Administrative Information:

Access Restrictions:
This collection is open for research.
Advanced notice is required.

Usage Restrictions:
Copyright interests for this collection have been transferred to the Trustees of Indiana University. For more information, contact the Indiana University South Bend Archivist.

Preferred Citation:
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1 1  *Future Today*: Volume 1 – Issue 1 (December 1971); *Appendix A*:

Volume 1 – Issue 1 (1974?); *Mayday*: Volume 1 – Issue 4 (Notre Dame);

*The Communicator*: Volume 1 – Issue 1 (December 1977); *Expressions*:

Introductory Edition (Notre Dame); *The South Bend Communicator*:


Volume 4 – Issue 6 (September 15, 1981); *Michiana Music Machine*:


1 2  *Future*: *Publication of Young Republicans of Indiana University South Bend*: No specific date given.